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“Hindsight is a wonderful thing” is an often used response to lost value opportunity in 
business, as we attempt to justify the inability of our strategy to deal with external environ-
mental uncertainties, or unforseen competitor moves.   

Two techniques that can assist with generating “pre-emptive hindsight” (insight) are sce-
nario planning and competitive gaming.   

“Gaming” helps managers gain insight into potential competitive behaviour, and its im-
pact on industry outcomes and execution of strategy. This insight provides the ability to 
set strategies which are capable of creating greater value and which have a higher chance 
of success.  For the resources industry in particular, there are numerous examples where 
had companies been better attuned to the competitive game underlying early access to 
resource leases, infrastructure, and government relationships, then their value outcomes 
would have been substantially different.   

In the longer term the impact of external drivers can tend to swamp competitive manoeu-
vres within an industry. In this instance strategic scenario planning is an effective tool for 
informing strategy. 

The growth in Chinese driven demand is a prime example, where indicators emerged early 
in the 1990’s of potentially step change growth in resources demand, but with high de-
grees of uncertainty.  Those that positioned effectively in an option basis for this scenario 
have profited handsomely.

Ultimately in preparing strategy, it will be the integration of high quality strategic analysis, 
long term scenario planning, and competitive gaming that will most effectively deliver valu-
able “pre-emptive hindsight” (Figure 1).

This paper will primarily focus on the gaming component.

Introduction
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Figure 1: Techniques for developing pre-emptive hindsight (insight)



“If I always appear prepared, it is because before entering on an undertaking, I have medi-
tated long and have foreseen what may occur. It is not genius which reveals to me sud-
denly and secretly what I should do in circumstances unexpected by others; it is thought 
and preparation” Napoleon. 

The military is one of the most well developed exponents of gaming, having perfected this 
technique over centuries to prepare for the unknowns that occur on a battle field as things 
rarely turn out as planned. 

Like in the military, business gaming is a key tool in understanding, and preparing for the 
unknowns of the competitive environment. 

Gaming is the simplification of reality into a model, and then running a simulation of that 
model to drive insight and understanding into particular question or problem. 

The process is broadly to: 
 1. Define the problem or question that we are looking to understand
 2. Define the model, including broadly the:
  o “Players” or agents that comprise the game;
  o Assets players have at their disposal;
  o Industry conditions, and assumptions governing the model;
  o Conditions for player behaviour and decision making.
 3. Run the gaming simulation
  o Have a person, team, or computer take the perspective of an   
   “industry player”;
  o Overlay external scenarios and events;
  o Have the players make decisions through time in their best   
   interests and aligned to their business strategy, as the external   
   and industry environment unfolds.  
 4. Draw insights and patterns from the net result of basket of indus -  
  try players actions
 5. Use those insights to inform strategy

A successful gaming process relies critically on two areas: 

 1. Defining the model at the right level, and with the appropriate    
  amount of detail
 2. The process of involving key decision makers in the gaming simulation
 

What is Gaming?

Figure 2: Elements of the gaming process
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Critical Success Factor 1: Definition of the model

A critical foundation of gaming is how we simplify reality into the model. Michalewicz 
(2001) advises that the simulation model “needs to be as simple as possible, with just 
enough parts and connectors to model the aspects of reality we are interested in”.  

Of particular importance is how we define the players:
 1. Who are they: a company; a coalition; a government; a government   
  department; a supplier; … 
 2. Which to include, and the ones to exclude
 3. Assets, constraints and options
 4. Intrinsic motives and behaviour

Critical Success Factor 2: The Simulation Process

Given that the intent of business gaming is to inform and change strategy, the process by 
which key executives and managers are involved, is as important as the modelling ap-
proach. The importance of the “soft” process design is captured succinctly in the Chinese 
proverb: Tell me, I’ll forget; Show me, I’ll remember; Involve me, I’ll understand.

Once executives have been involved in the gaming simulation process and made decisions 
from the perspective of a competitor, the experience can change and expand their para-
digm of the industry and the threats/opportunities that the competitors present.

Gaming forces an external perspective, and an understanding of competitor motives. It is 
necessary to be deliberate in forcing this perspective because left unchecked, there is a 
natural tendency for businesses to turn inwards, focus on their own moves and projects, 
and overlook the impact of competitor behaviour on the industry and the value opportuni-
ties presented.  

The active process of “role-playing” creates a visceral understanding of the issues, some-
thing not possible through simply informing executives of the results of purely analytical.  
That is, executives internalise the impact of potential outcomes due to competitor moves, 
and are more likely to both consciously and sub consciously adjust strategy in response.

Beyond these high level reasons for utilising gaming techniques, the combination of a well-
constructed gaming process (modelling and soft process) can deliver specific value which is 
difficult to achieve through other means, in particular:
 • A means of integrating both external environmental scenarios    
  and internal industry behaviour in a way which, for example,    
  static analysis of demand or supply drivers can-not achieve.  This   
  is demonstrated schematically in Figure 3.
 • A means of directly testing and enhancing current strategy.  For    
  example, a game conducted by the authors on resource basin    
  strategy, resulted in a change in perspective of the client    
  on alliance structures, as it realised this was the most effective    
  means to achieve its original objectives. 
 • A means of creating directly applicable strategic insight through the pro-  
  cess.   The insights created are not only related directly to the subject of   
  the original enquiry, but are often lateral or adjacent.   For example, a   
  game conducted by the authors to understand the impact of a new   
  processing technology resulted in strategic changes by the client to   
  change the approach to its commodity portfolio.

Why Gaming?  
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External to company Internal to company 
The external forces are shifting  (regula-
tory, economic, social, technology)

Rules of the industry game are 
changing 

Uncertainty in respect of how industry 
players  will respond to external shifts
New forms of competition are 
entering the market

Value chain structures are changing, and 
industry coalitions are changing
Current competitors are shifting their 
strategy  

Current strategies that have been success-
ful in the past are no longer effective

Strategic development has become too 
internally focused

Lack of understanding of the business 
environment and the competitors

Difficulty in turning market data into real 
usable insights

Limited consensus about the correct strat-
egy to implement, or about priorities

Our experience has most commonly demonstrated that gaming simulations can assist in 
strategy making in three broad levels:

• The industry level where the business is interested in how the industry    
 may play out, and the associated opportunities. This type of dynamic    
 simulation is particularly important when industry structure can     
 be impacted significantly by the moves of a few players.

Figure 3: Using gaming to integrate impact of external scenarios and internal industry behaviour
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Typical application of Gaming in the 
Resources Industry



• The strategy level where the business is interested in how its strategy    
 may perform in the face of environmental forces or competitor moves. In   
 effect this is a means of developing, prototyping and testing strategies before com 
 mitting substantial resources.

• The tactical level is where strategy plans have been committed however   
 implementation plans are being designed. This can help uncover potential   
 blind spots in execution, and is most similar to the war game sessions run by the   
 military.

• This application across the three levels (above) has found that six themes   
 have commonly shown to be high value applications of gaming in the    
 resources industry. These themes are: 

 1. Industry structure evolution  
 2. Infrastructure basins plays    
 3. Joint ventures formation
 4. Community/ government stakeholders dynamics 
 5. New technology disruption   
 6. Mergers and Acquisitions

Table 1 (below) outlines examples similar to that which VCI has used gaming has added 
value in each of the themes. Each theme has a distinct problem area and outlines the value 
and insight that gaming was able to provide. 

Figure 4: Types of gaming simulations
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Typical application of Gaming in the Resources Industry

Theme
(gaming areas)

Problem Solutions

Industry structure 
evolution (industry)

Industry outcomes over the next decade 
would be dominated by the moves of 
several major players. These moves were 
large investment decisions that were 
highly conditional. As a smaller player 
in this industry, this company needed to 
understand how this may play out so they 
could understand the potential envelope 
of possibilities.

Gaming provided a deep understanding 
and executive alignment around plausible 
industry outcomes, and the major’s strate-
gies and potential trigger points for major 
moves that could cause these outcomes. 
The executive were in an excellent posi-
tion to develop option/ contingency based 
strategy, and monitor trigger points.

Infrastructure basins 
(industry)

Before committing to investing in open-
ing up a new basin, a company needed to 
understand what would be the catalyst for 
competitors to invest first, and how the 
basin development would play out once it 
was opened up.

Gaming provided insight about the greater 
“need” of the company to commit to open 
the basin as a leader, so that develop-
ment could be influenced. It also allowed 
an understanding of where vulnerabilities 
lay in terms of “piggy-backing” and what 
strategies could be adopted to mitigate 
the threat.

Joint ventures 
(strategic/tactical)

A company needed to understand the 
reaction of joint venture partners (who 
are also competitors) of executing a major 
new expansion strategy, and what the po-
tential unintended consequences may be.

Gaming exposed the danger of “opening 
their hand” to their JV partners as it could 
have precipitate a potential takeover bid. 
The strategy was amended with the devel-
opment of an alternative “pre-emptive” 
alliance.

New technology 
disruption (industry/
strategic)

A company needed to understand how 
competitors, suppliers, and customers will 
react to the launch of a potentially indus-
try disruptive technology it was develop-
ing.

Gaming provided insight into what areas 
competitors would use to counteract the 
threat.  This led to the “lateral” realisa-
tion that certain commodities would be 
in short supply, prompting the company 
to pursue development of this alternative 
opportunity.

Stakeholder gaming 
(tactical)

A company was faced with increas-
ing hostility towards its operations by a 
stakeholder group, leading to substantial 
production loss.  This hostility was politi-
cally motivated, arguably unjustifiable in 
long term community interests

Gaming identified the range of leverage 
points for the stakeholder body, including 
other agents.  These leverage points were 
modelled dynamically to guide the com-
pany in its strategy for minimising losses.

M&A executions
(tactical)   

A company was looking to execute an 
M&A strategy and needed to understand 
how the major incumbent in the basin 
would react to an initial M&A attempt.

Gaming showed that the incumbent would 
react savagely to protect their interests, 
and the subsequent bidding war would 
highly inflate prices. The client shifted 
to an “assault by night” implementation 
across numerous targets.



Gaming is a versatile tool that can provide managers with “pre-emptive hindsight” (or 
forward insight) to potential competitive behaviour and how it may impact their strategy or 
the industry. Developing the ability to leverage outside in thinking is a key enabler in creat-
ing greater value and increasing the chance of success of any decision a company faces.

The key elements of developing this insight are:

• Executive management needs to make space for essential “outside in”    
 thinking in strategy making.   Critical to this is an awareness of the need,    
 and an understanding that it requires a process over and above day to day   
 management practices.

• Understanding the “model” for simulation is crucial.   “You can’t model    
 everything”, and so distilling the system down to the most important    
 players and levers is a fundamental to a successful gaming session and is   
 in itself, a key driver of insight.

• What level the issue is at? Using the framework provided, one can frame   
 the level of the issue or challenge and determine a suitable pathway    
 forward.

• Remember, enabling change is a key part of gaming. The gaming process   
 forces understanding from a different perspective, driving deep and    
 visceral internalisation of the issues and potential outcomes. This    
 can provide the perfect platform to begin change.

 “The ability to learn faster than your competitors may be the only sustainable competitive 
advantage” Arie de Geus – Former senior strategist with Royal Dutch Shell and author of 
The Living Company” 

To learn more about gaming in your industry and how VCI can assist your organization, 
please speak to a contact listed below. 
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